
Subject: Re: Raw Data
Posted by reborn on Thu, 13 May 2010 09:58:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

0x90 wrote on Thu, 13 May 2010 04:24halo2pac wrote on Wed, 05 May 2010 18:22I was
wondering if it is possible to have a hook for the raw data (either TCP or UDP) that the server
receives implemented in the scripts source code?

(since im posting these days anyways): i actually did a "raw traffic hook" just a month ago for
reborn (as in the nick, not the mod ). its a ssgm-plugin, source included.

i can give it to you if you're interested of course, but i also doubt that that the udp hook will be
much useful. i mainly did it because reborn wanted a tcp (xwis) hook for his DC blocker. he doesnt
seem finding the time to finish it unfortunately. but then again, he just became a dad! congrats btw

0x90

Thank you . 

I did plan on going back and upgrading the released direct connect blocker to use your xwis hook.
For the moment though, I am pretty busy being a Daddy, and the current version does at least
work (albeit using a second connection to XWIS).

For anyone judging me for consorting with 0x90, he is actually a pretty nice guy, as long as you
can dis-associate yourself from his "other" programming hobby.
I did not ask for it, but he voluntarily saw a better way of making something I had released, and
sent me a very nice foundation for doing it better (and that also had the potential for other
beneficial possibilities too). Albeit, he spotted this better way of doing it because he reversed my
closed source binary. :-/

I do not think I will ever understand 0x90, to me he is a paradox. To speak to him is pretty
pleasant. He is educated and is generally speaking a pretty nice guy to have a conversation with.
He is helpful and if you're not a total idiot, he seems ready to offer help (he quickly gained a firm
grasp of my level of understanding, and sent me commented code that I could follow, based on
what he saw I would be able to understand, and what I would need a pointer with).

But his other activities make me feel sad. It's like he is a grand ship destined for an important
voyage, but the compass is broken.
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